In this paper, we first find out some good trading strategies from the historical series and apply them in the future. The profitable strategies are trained out by the gene expression programming (GEP), which involves some well-known stock technical indicators as features. Our data set collects the 100 stocks with the top capital from the listed companies in the Taiwan stock market. Accordingly, we build a new series called portfolio index as the investment target. For each trading day, we search for some similar template intervals from the historical data and pick out the pertained trading strategies from the strategy pool. These strategies are validated by the return during a few days before the trading day to check whether each of them is suitable or not. Then these suitable strategies decide the buying or selling consensus signal with the majority vote on the trading day. The training period is from 1996/1/6 to 2012/12/28, and the testing period is from 2000/1/4 to 2012/12/28. Two simulation experiments are performed. In experiment 1, the best average accumulated return is 548.97% (average annualized return is 15.47%). In experiment 2, we increase the diversity of trading strategies with more training. The best average accumulated return is increased to 685.31% (average annualized return is 17.18%). These two results are much better than that of the buy-and-hold strategy, whose return is 287.00%.
Introduction
Stock investors desire to obtain the best trading strategy for earning positive return in the stock market. However, it is very difficult to develop a stably profitable strategy. Many methods based upon artificial intelligence have been developed to predict the trend of stock price and stock selection. Huang 1 applied the hybrid method of support vector regression and genetic algorithm (GA)to the selection of invested stocks, and they utilized the buy-and-hold method to test the performance. Wen et al. 2 utilized the support vector machine (SVM) to predict the trend of stock prices, and a fixed strategy is used to trade the stocks. Ni et al. 3 utilized SVM and fraction feature selection method to predict the trend of stock prices. Tsai et al. 4 first defined the global trend indicator for evaluating the price change trend of the mutual funds, and then utilized GA to determine the weights in the scoring function for selecting the portfolio.
Huang et al. 5 applied the fuzzy-base method to select stocks, where the fuzzy membership functions are adjusted by GA. Potvin et al. 6 utilized the genetic programming (GP) to evolve dynamic trading strategies for stocks. Yan and Clark 7 proposed the robust scheme to train the stock-selection method with GP. Jhou et al. 8 utilized GP to generate multiple dynamic strategies for trading stocks. Hsu 9 combined GP and the self-organizing map to predict the stock prices. Huang et al. 10 utilized the gene expression programming (GEP) to generate trading signals for stocks. Chen et al. 11 utilized the Sortino ratio to select funds, and then GEP is applied to evolve dynamic trading strategies for funds. Wang et al. 12 utilized the particle swarm optimization to adjust the weights and parameters of technical indicators for trading stocks. Chang et al. 13 utilized the dynamic time warping to search similar historical price patterns, and the back-propagation neural network is applied to tune the weights for better turning points prediction. Zhang et al. 14 utilized the empirical mode decomposition, which is an important part of the Hilbert-Haung transformation 15 , to predict the movement of stock index movement. Most of previous researches focused on the price trend prediction or stock selection. However, it not sufficient for investors to make decisions in the investment. Thus, some automatic trading strategies are required.
In the stock or fund market, once an anomaly has become public knowledge, we would expect it to disappear in future. The property is called the self-destruction of predictability and it was discussed by Timmermann and Granger in 16 . Also, the evolution of market makes that it is difficult to predict the stock return to earn profit 17 . To determine the buying or selling time, we need calculate fitness with an expression function. Hence, GEP is applied to generating dynamic strategies for trading in continuous-changing market.
In this paper, we assume that history will be repeated itself. Though this scenario cannot be proved theoretically, it is still effective for generating trading rules. Accordingly, we could find out good trading strategies from the experience of the historical series, and would apply them in the future. The main phases of our method are described as follows. (1) Trading strategies for the historical data are trained and the trained profitable strategies are saved in the strategy pool. (2) On the trading day, dynamic time warping (DTW) is applied to finding similar history intervals (template intervals) with some past days (leading interval). (3) Trading strategies are extracted from the template intervals and they are validated in recent days (validation interval). (4) These suitable strategies generate the trading consensus signal on the trading day by the majority vote scheme. In our voting scheme, the available threshold and voting threshold (introduced later) are used to control the effective voting result.
The data set for our experiments is the portfolio index, which is built from the accumulated average daily return of the close prices of 100 listed stocks selected by us in the Taiwan stock market. These 100 stocks are the ones with the largest market capital on 1995/1/5, and they have never been removed from the stock market list before 2012/12/28. We perform two experiments. As shown in the experimental results, the best template interval length is 90 days and the best validation interval length is 20 days. In experiment 1, the best average accumulated return is 548.97% (average annualized return is 15.47%), which appears when the voting threshold lies between 0.8 and 0.84, and the available threshold lies between 0.40 and 0.44. The second experiment is to increase the diversity of trading strategies with more training so that the performance gets further improved. In experiment 2, the best voting threshold is same as experiment 1 and the available threshold lies between 0.25 and 0.29. The best average accumulated return in experiment 2 is 685.31% (average annualized return is 17.18%).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce gene expression programming and dynamic time warping. In Section 3, we present our method for deciding the trading signals. In Section 4, we present the first experimental results. To convince the stability of our experiments, we compare the similarity of trading signal sequences with near parameters in Section 5. Then, the second experimental results are presented in Section 6. Finally, the conclusion of this paper and possible future works are discussed in Section 7.
Preliminaries
In this section, we will introduce the gene expression programming and the dynamic time warping.
Gene expression programming
In 2001, Ferreira proposed the gene expression programming (GEP) 18 , which was developed to improve the genetic programming (GP) 19 . Both GEP and GP models apply the biological evolution concept for finding the best solution to a certain problem. The main difference between GEP and GP is the implementation of chromosomes. The GP utilizes a tree structure to represent a gene. However, the maintenance of the tree structure is difficult in the implementation, and it takes a lot of time in evaluating and evolving the gene. The GEP uses two kinds of structures to represent a gene, the linear string (genotype) and the tree structure (phenotype). The steps of GEP are given as follows.
1. Creating population First, the chromosomes of a predefined size are randomly generated to form the initial population.
Evaluating fitness
Each chromosome is expressed by the genotype and its fitness score is evaluated by the phenotype.
Checking termination condition
Check whether the termination condition is satisfied or not. If it is satisfied, then the evolution stops. 4. Preserving the best chromosome and selecting superior ones
The GEP keeps the best chromosome, and picks other chromosomes by elitist selection. Some new chromosomes are generated by a series of evolution operations with probability, which are the mutation, transposition and recombination.
New population
After some of the above evolution operations have been applied, a new population is generated. Then, go to Step 2 for repeating the procedure.
Dynamic time warping
Dynamic time warping (DTW) 20 is a method for measuring the similarity between two data sequences of time series. The dynamic programming formula for solving DTW is described as follows.
where t i , r j , T , and R denote the ith point in series t, the jth point in series r, the length of series t, and the length of series R, respectively, and d(·, ·) represents the function for measuring the distance between two data points, usually the Euclidean distance.
Our method

Construction of the data set
We select 100 listed stocks in the Taiwan stock market as our investment target. These stocks are with the top 100 market capital on 1995/1/5 and they have never been removed from the market list before 2012/12/28. These 100 stocks constitute our data set, which is extracted from the Taiwan Economic Journal (TEJ) database 21 . Their names can be found in 22 . We adopt the adjusted stock price in order to exclude the effect of dividend and right. We define portfolio index as the accumulated average daily return of the close prices of these 100 stocks, which is calculated as follows.
where PI(t), PR(t), C i (t) and R i (t) are the portfolio index, the portfolio rate, the close price of the ith stock on day t, and the return of the ith stock on day t, respectively. The initial value of PI is set to 100.
There are also two series, the total trading volume and the total trading value, which are obtained from the summation of the 100 stocks.
where VOL i (t) and VAL i (t) denote the trading volume and the trading value of the ith stock on day t, respectively.
The overview of our method
Strategy training
Every L days of the historical data form a template interval, where two neighboring template intervals have a distance of 10 days. In other words, if one template interval starts on day t with length L, then the next interval will start on day t + 10. For each template interval, we utilize the GEP to train some profitable trading strategies, which are saved in the strategy pool.
Template search
Assume that the current trading day is t. The leading interval with length L is defined as the interval from day (t − L + 1) to day t. On each trading day in the testing period, DTW is applied to finding some history intervals (template intervals) which is similar to the leading interval.
Validation check
The validation interval with length L v is defined as the interval from day (t − L v + 1) to day t. Trading strategies are extracted from the template intervals, and then they are validated in the validation interval to check whether they are suitable for the validation interval or not.
Final trading consensus
These suitable strategies are gathered to decide the trading consensus (buying signal, selling signal, or holding signal) on the trading day t with the majority vote scheme.
Repeat Step 2 through Step 4 until each trading day in the testing period has gotten its trading consensus signal. Finally, compute the return.
Trading strategy training
In the training phase, we utilize GEP to train each template interval, and save ten most profitable strategies in the strategy pool. For the GEP training, the function set is {>, ≥, <, ≤, =, and, or, +, −, ×, ÷}, and the terminal set is {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0. 12, 26 , where the superscript numbers attached in the features are the parameters of the technical indicators. For example, MA 5 (t) denote average close prices in days t, t − 1, · · · t − 4. The details and calculation formulas of these 27 features can be found in 22 . Before training, we use the standard z-score function to normalize each indicator sequence in each template interval. Next, for each indicator, we extract the normalized values in five different days as our features: days t, t − 2, t − 4, t − 9 and t − 19. The concept of days t − 4, t − 9 and t − 19 are similar to last week, last double weeks and last month, respectively. Therefore, the total number of features extracted is 27 × 5 = 135.
In GEP evolving, a chromosome represents one trading strategy, and it consists of one buying gene for calculating the buying trend value R buy , and one selling gene for computing the selling trend value R sell . Then, we invoke Algorithm 1 to decide the trading signal of the strategy: BUY, SELL, or WAIT.
Once the trading signal has been determined, we buy stocks on the trading day if we receive BUY signal and we do not have any stock; we sell stocks if we receive SELL signal and we hold stocks; otherwise we do nothing, no matter we have stocks or not. Accordingly, we can compute the return of each trading strategy (chromosome) in one template interval. When the evolution of GEP finishes, the top ten profitable strategies of this template interval are picked out and saved in the strategy pool. 
Trading consensus signals in the testing period
We search for k template intervals which is the most similar to the leading interval. Here, we set k = 3. Then, these trained strategies are validated to examine their return performance in the validation interval. Only the strategies which are suitable during the validation interval can vote for deciding the buying or selling consensus signal on the trading day t. The details are described as follows.
Step 1: Setting the parameters
Set the values of four parameters L, L v , γ A , and γ V ,where L and L v denotes the lengths of leading interval and validation interval, respectively, γ A and γ V are available threshold and voting threshold, respectively, which will be explained later.
Step 2: Searching similar template intervals Compare the leading interval of the current trading day t against all template intervals with the measurement of DTW. After that, k = 3 similar template intervals are chosen.
Step 3: Trading strategy validation Since each template interval preserves ten profitable trading strategies in the strategy pool and three similar template intervals are selected, totally 30 strategies are extracted. Apply each strategy to the validation interval, and then the return R i of strategy i during the validation interval is obtained.
Next, we compare R i with the return R BH of buy-and-hold strategy during the validation interval to decide if strategy i is suitable.
Step 4: Trading consensus signal voting If a strategy is suitable, it will be applied to the trading day to decide the trading signal. If the signal is BUY, the buying vote (V + B ) is increased by one; if the signal is SELL, the selling vote (V + S ) is increased by one; otherwise (i.e. WAIT), the unavailable vote (V − ) is increased by one. If a strategy is not suitable, only V − is added by one.
After voting, the trading signal on day t is decided according to Algorithm 2. Only when the percentage of effective signals (total number of BUY and SELL signals) exceeds the available threshold, denoted as γ A , we launch the decision of the final trading consensus signal by the majority vote. Next, if one of the BUY or SELL percentages is higher than the voting threshold, denoted as γ V , then the Buying consensus or Selling consensus is determined accordingly. For other cases, the decision is Confusion, which means nothing to do.
Step 5: Return calculation Now we invest on PI for each day in the testing period according to the trading consensus with the following procedure.
• Buying consensus: If we currently have no stock, we spend all money to buy PI.
• Selling consensus: If we currently have some stocks, we sell all held stocks.
• Confusion :The state is the same as the previous one.
Algorithm 2 Trading consensus signal voting. 
Results of the first experiment
Assume that in each trading day, we can always buy and sell on portfolio index (PI) in after-hour trading. We set first training day on beginning of 1996 (not 1995) because some indicators need the values from past days. In our experiments, the training period is from 1996/1/6 to 2012/12/28, and the testing period is from 2000/1/4 to 2012/12/28. The PI series in the training period, which contains the testing period, is shown in Figure 1 . The return of the buyand-hold strategy, with buying on 2000/1/4 and selling on 2012/12/28, is 287.00%. We deduct the total transaction fee as 0.6% when stocks are sold.
Our program is written in Python, and we utilize PyGEP 23 to implement the GEP. The parameters of the GEP used in this paper are shown in Table 1 .
In the first experiment, we try to get proper parameter values. In the training phase of the first experiment, the trading strategies of each template interval are trained once, and the best ten strategies are saved in the strategy pool. Three template intervals, most similar to the leading interval, are selected, so 30 strategies are collected to vote the trading consensus signal of each trading day. In Table 2 , we collect the results with various combinations of template interval lengths and validation interval lengths. We can find that the best combination is L = 90 and L v = 20. Table 3 shows the details of the best combination. We can see that the best return is 548.97% when γ V lies between 0.8 and 0.84, and γ A lies between 0.40 and 0.44.
Trading similarity test of near parameters
To test the stability of our experiments, we calculate the difference of the trading decisions between every two neighboring cells, since their difference on either γ A or γ V is only 0.01. For each combination of parameter (one simulation experiment), we collect the days with the buying consensus signal into a buying-day sequence and with the selling consensus signal into a selling-day sequence. Then the two sequences are calculated to test the similarity of trading behaviors of two neighboring cells. Remember that each block is the average of 250 cells. The similarity of two cells is calculated by Equation 3 as follows. 
where and l(·) are cost function, penalty function, distance function, and the length of input sequence, respectively, and μ denotes the similarity. One can see that the sum of cost and penalty does not exceed 1 when x i and y j try to map together. The value of μ ranges from 0 to 1. The higher μ is, the more similarity between the two sequences in two days is. Here, we think that x i and y j are matched if | i − j | is less than ten trading days, but give a small punishment for this case. Table 4 shows the results of comparing neighboring cells with left/right direction (same γ A , but different γ V ). Each block shows the average of 250 cells. We can see that all average similarities are higher than 0.80, where the two trading behaviors are identical if the similarity is equal to 1.
Results of the second experiment
After the first experiment, the better values for the template interval and validation interval lengths are set as L = 90 and L v = 20. Thus, to increase the diversity, in this experiment, we train each template interval for 10 times with L = 90 and L v = 20. In each training process, we save the best 10 strategies in the strategy pool, hence 100 strategies are obtained for one template interval. In the testing period, we also select three template intervals similar to each leading interval. Therefore, 300 strategies are gathered to decide the trading consensus signal in each trading day. The second experiment also repeats 10 times and the results are averaged as shown in Table 5 . The best return is 685.31% when γ V lies between 0.8 and 0.84, and γ A lies between 0.25 and 0.29. Figure 2 illustrates the histogram of various return ranges. We can observe that in experiment 2, the number of blocks with return exceeding 500% is much more than experiment 1. As a conclusion, a larger return will be gotten if a template interval is trained more times. Note that for a specific parameter setting, a template interval is trained ten times and 100 strategies are collected in experiment 2, while it is trained once and 10 strategies are collected in experiment 1.
Conclusion
According to some previous researches 6, 8, 10, 11 , the evolution way to generate dynamic trading strategies is profitable. Some good trading strategies are learned from the historical series and they can be applied in the future. In this paper, we use the GEP to train out profitable strategies, where some good stock technical indicators are involved as features. These strategies will generate buying, selling or holding signals, and the final trading consensus signal is decided by majority vote.
As the experimental results show, the returns of our methods are much better than the buy-and-hold strategy if the parameters are properly set. In experiment 1, we find out that the better template interval and validation interval lengths are 90 and 20 days, respectively. The best average accumulated return is 548.97%, which appears when γ V lies between 0.8 and 0.84 and γ A lies between 0.40 and 0.44. In experiment 2, we perform more training to increase the diversity of trading strategies. The returns are better than experiment 1 and the best average accumulated return is about 685.31%. We also find that the best γ V is the same as experiment 1 and γ A lies between 0.25 and 0.29.
In the future, we may apply some adaptive methods to automatically select the values of L and L v in various situations. For doing this, it may help us to reduce the experiment time.
